The argument makes the case for cell lineage trees and cell tree dynamics to be considered as the central structure and process of understanding organismal level, multicellular biological aging. The limiting challenge of counteracting biological aging is comprehensive organismal rejuvenation. The central theoretical problem of comprehensive biological rejuvenation is to find an algorithm to restore the balance and maintain the healthy dynamics of the aging organismal cell lineage tree. The most comprehensive medical solution of biological aging needs to use individual cell lineage trees as a central tool for diagnosis and treatment.
Introduction
What makes biological aging such a hard problem to crack conceptually and experimentally is its essentially temporal aspect. While the chronological clock is ticking and time, measured in decades, is passing, biological processes change their course for the worse.
There's more and more low level inflammation, there's less and less, healthy, tissue-specific stem ! 4 initiatives trying to capture aging dynamics, and their relations to cell lineage trees and tree dynamics.
The requirements to qualify as a central concept/process of biological aging
What do we expect from a central concept, structure, process of organismal biological aging? This question is about the potential expressiveness, explanatory, predictive and modelling power of a scientific tool. We list 10 requirements, grouped according to 6 bigger concepts, highlighted in bold. We don't aim to provide an exhaustive list, listing all necessary conditions together being sufficient to provide a definition of centrality in biological aging. Some requirements will (intentionally) overlap as well and logically and conceptually are not independent from each other, so might seem redundant. What we aim to provide is a starter list of requirements to assess centrality of a tool in aging research. The main aim is not a methodological enquiry with epistemological finesse but suggesting a new theoretical perspective or frame to scientists, technologists and doctors working with biological aging with enough practicalities to motivate increasing adoption. Hence the requirements are listed not in the order of weighted relevance but more in a didactic manner trying to ease understanding.
Biological intuition
-It should be an actual biological structure, concept, process, not some higher level abstraction, so it can serve biological intuition.
Quantitative, mathematical, statistical, easily expressible with computer science
-It should be simple.
-It should be deeply quantitative, mathematical.
Evolutionary
-It should be able to incorporate basic evolutionary concepts and processes.
Temporality, spatiotemporality
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-It could be easily interpreted in spatial terms.
Originality, biological scalability, comprehensiveness
The requirements listed here extend on the spatiotemporality requirements.
Comprehensiveness can be interpreted spatially as including the whole body, temporally as including the whole temporal trajectory for biological aging and conceptually/logically as including all the different layers embedded into each other.
-It should provide an original way to comprehensible show how aging disrupts key biological processes.
-It should be able to cover, represent, express most hallmark aging processes.
-Scalability: talking about multicellularity requires that it is close to the cell concept but can be extended into upper (tissue, organs, scale-up) and lower level (organellar, molecular, scale-down) structures.
Biomedical representative, expressive power, life historical resolution
-It should provide near exhaustive coverage of life events, corresponding to biological and medical history.
How cell lineage tree and cell tree dynamics meet the requirements for centrality in biological aging
Here we progress according to the order the requirements have been listed in the previous section.
Biological intuition: what are cell lineage trees?
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All normal multicellular organisms, generated both by sexual or asexual reproduction, start with one cell and grow into a multicellular organism by subsequent divisions, where parent cells give rise to two offspring cells. This process with all its component cells represents a very elegant mathematical structure, a so called binary tree. Binary means 2 is the maximum number of offsprings.These particular biological, multicellular binary trees are called cell lineage trees. I will refer to these cell lineage trees sometimes just simply as cell trees as a convenient shorthand.
Lineage trees can be 'invariant' (more like low variability eg. C. elegans, leech, in reality) or variant (high variability), eg. fish (Zebrafish) or mammals (mouse, humans). To restrict discussion to the intervention target the main cell tree object of our perspective is going to be the individual human cell lineage tree. Every human individual starts with the zygote as the root of the tree and transitions into all other subsequent states of human life, from early to middle to late life, capturing processes like development, aging and death. I use the neutral term 'transition' to be able to incorporate all kinds of changes in the tree trajectory, growth, shrinking, dramatic rearrangement.
At any time point during adulthood the leaves of the cell tree form the actual human cellular components of the individual organism.The ballpark estimation is that an adult human individual body weighing 70 kg is composed of ~30 trillion human cells as the extant leaves of the cell tree (Sender et al., 2016) . The extant leaves and the internal dead leaves or nodes can be labelled and also given unique identifiers.
An unlabelled cell tree encodes one default information: the topology of the tree, ie. the structure of the branching processes. If the tree is labelled this gives rise to another default information; a well-defined distance between all the different leaves.
The dynamics of tree captures all the transitions, changes, processes of the tree. Different parts of the tree are forming partial lineage trees, or subtrees. For instance, a clonally derived tumour forms a particular subtree. The unabridged, time-indexed whole-organism tree captures all the actual leaves of the tree forming the body. I will call the collection of all the actual leaves, indexed by the same time of the same organism the actual cell foliage as an analogy of real trees. First, cell trees use as units the fundamental concept, process and reality of multicellular biology; the cell and its division that gives rise to more cells.
Second, they provide easy, natural analogies based on our accumulated experience on trees, that we can borrow to re-apply to animals, including ourselves. This way, thinking about cell trees also unites multicellular and even uni-cellular living things. After all, a bacterium can divide too, forming embryonic tree structures.
Third, highlighting one aspect of the previous point, trees can lend themselves to easy visual representation, just like tree dynamics can be captured as a sequence of subsequent topologies, or a movie made out of those sequences.
But in order to make thinking about cell lineage trees easy and to apply them in a biologically meaningful manner, we need to abstract away from some of their properties in order to use only properties, that matter for our investigation. In brief, we need to use mathematics.
Quantitative, mathematical, statistical, easily expressible with computer science
Binary trees are one of the default data structures in computer science, taught at Compute Science 101 classes right after lists and arrays, as traversable structures. Implementing different tree traversals, like depth-first search is one of the first algorithms programmers, or any kind of people learning the basics of coding, encounter.
-it should be deeply quantitative, mathematical from the ground-up Binary trees and operations on them are an organic part of graph theory within discrete mathematics. Trees are special kind of graphs, where any two nodes (vertices) are connected by only one path and does not contain any cycles. Binary trees are the simplest meaningful tree structures where a parent node can only have up to two offspring nodes. The connections between nodes can be encoded into so called incidence matrices, leading to other kind of matrix ! 8 representations as well through a series of operations. There's an immense mathematical literature dealing with all the minutiae details of the macro and micro structure of trees. Trees can be embedded into one another, and subtrees, with all their nodes can be represented as just one node as part of smaller, more compact aggregate trees that can preserve the macro structure off the original, 'uncut' tree while abstracting away from irrelevant details economically. Most actual cell lineage trees that are recovered or going to be recovered from variable lineage trees, human cell trees being one of them, are these type of compact trees.
In terms of tree dynamics, trees can be grown random, or simulated according to different rules incorporating biological knowledge. Importantly, different statistical methods can be applied to variant cell lineage trees to handle variability, we will mention results later in the review section. Although probability theory and statistics are a branch of mathematics, luckily in biology there's already a strong computational, theoretical biology tradition with a plethora of tools that can be re-applied to cell trees too, with adjustments. This source is evolutionary biology and phylogenetics.
Evolutionary
Evolutionary biology on the macro-scale concerns with the speciation processes and events to be able to reconstruct the tree of life. A more technical term is phylogenetics, where phylogenetic investigates the evolutionary relationships and histories between species, individuals and genes (EMBL-EBI Train Online: What is phylogenetics?).
The good news is that cell lineage trees are also evolutionary products and hence sequence evolution, selection processes, mutation rates and other core evolutionary concepts can be interpreted within them. Instead of talking about the species tree of global life we can just talk about the organismal tree of individual life and death.
In phylogenetics, there are at least four difference approaches in reconstructing species lineage trees, maximum parsimony, neighbour joining, maximum likelihood and Bayesian, each with different strengths and weaknesses and different expressional power in terms of the level and depth of tree recovery. Most of these approaches have already been applied to cell lineage trees, see literature review section. Let me just highlight one Bayesian approach that has the ! 9 potential to recover intra-individual, cell lineage/cell population specific mutation rates (Csordas and Bouckaert, 2016) . Mutation rate is one of the most important, if not the most fundamental, evolutionary concept, as evolution is not a constant rate, steady, balanced process and the evolutionary clock can speed up or slow down. This acceleration and deceleration of evolutionary, biological time already hints at a crucial requirement for any effective tool in understanding the pace of biological aging: the ability to handle temporal order and structure almost natively. The ability to connect and yet separate chronological and biological time from each other.
Dynamics: temporality, spatiotemporality, change, pace
-It should be deeply temporal.
Cell lineage tree dynamics is deeply temporal delivering the temporal order, the subsequent waves of extant cells in a multicellular organism. Edges between cells can naturally represent time or pseudotime or some other temporal construct.
-It should be dynamic, also cover development and being able to catch acceleration and deceleration of aging Cell tree dynamics makes it possible theoretically to model different, extant cell populations and track their ballpark numbers and ratios to depict and detect accelerated or decelerated or typical individual aging and tissue, organ or perhaps organismal level regenerative potentials. More on this kind of scalability in the next section.
-It could be easily interpreted as spatial organisation, location awareness.
The labels or (unique) identifiers given to the cells can be easily used to indicate spatial location within the body. On a basic level, ordered trees are ones where lineal position of offspring cells are indicated, these are the so called left and right nodes of a parent node. It's quite simple to give these already spatial motivated, directional terms an actual three dimensional spatial meaning for instance when cell tree dynamics is modelling development and anterior/ ! 10 posterior is encoded into left/right. Bottom line is that binary trees are already strong spatial patterns and into the structure of these trees temporality is deeply encoded yielding such an embedded, super-flexible scientific tool that can represent many more processes and layers on the organismal biological scale.
Originality, biological scalability, comprehensiveness
Comprehensiveness can be interpreted spatially as including the whole body, temporally as including the whole temporal trajectory of biological aging and conceptually/logically as including all the different layers embedded into each other.
I think there's little doubt that once we have a growing understanding on the larger scale shape, topology and dynamics of the human cell lineage tree we can finally start to put together the comprehensive sequence of how the regenerative potential of particular cell types, tissues and organs are gradually or continuously decrease with time. One of the hallmark aging process is stem cell exhaustion and tree dynamics is the tool that can deliver us the body-wide spatiotemporal pattern of stem cell exhaustion or more generally regenerative exhaustion.
Considering how much cell lineage tree research already delivered (see literature review section)
it is reasonable to assume that macro-scale structural properties of the cell tree and tree dynamics informed by detailed and representative micro-scale properties will shed new and comprehensive light on the aging process. The mathematical properties are out there that can be filled up with biological meaning and developed further.
-Scalability: Talking about multicellularity requires that it is close to the cell concept but can be extended into upper (tissue, organs, scale-up) and lower level (organellar, cellular, scaledown).
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Upward scalability of the cell tree concept and tree dynamics to include coverage and representation of tissues and organs seems pretty straightforward. The mathematical representation of the tree with cells being its fundamental units, the nodes, lend itself easily to upward aggregation, mentioned already above in terms of compressing the tree to have cell groups or subtrees as new units. Or if lineages forming tissues and organs turn out to be to diverse and dispersed around the tree then tree representation can be transformed into a more complicated graph representation as long as it can serve both large scale computation and biological intuition.
Downward scalability is a more challenging problem but it is definitely not an impenetrable and intractable one. As long as single cell measurements can provide different organellar, molecular phenotypes these can be used as labels on the extant cells and variability, patterns and association of phenotypes can be computed.
In terms of biomolecules, high throughput single cell DNA and RNA sequencing measurements are the main vehicles today of delivering cell trees and cellular trajectories and expression patterns. Technically speaking mass spectrometry based single cell resolution proteomics can also deliver cell tree topologies and dynamics by sequencing individual proteins expressed in single cells and tracking their variations, although as far as I know this has not happened yet (Budnik et al.,2018) . This emerging, proof-of-concept technique has been already used for assessing macrophage heterogeneity (Specht et al., 2019) . The same potential might apply to protein modifications delivered via a modified version of single cell mass spectrometry proteomics. Single-cell metabolomics, the quantitative measurement of hundreds of metabolites(amino acids, sugars, lipids) using mass spectrometry has taken off in the last couple of years (Duncan et al.,2019) but it's an open question whether this type of data can be used for cell tree inference.
In terms of organelles, let's just discuss mitochondria as they are special due to their DNA content and their huge and varied roles played in the aging process. Somatic mutations in mitochondrial DNA detected within single cells via single-cell genomics (single-cell RNA or assay for transposase accessible chromatin (ATAC) sequencing) can be used for lineage tracing in human cells (Ludwig et al. 2019 ). Due to their particular DNA content and the nature of mitochondrial biogenesis and decay, fission and fusion events, mitochondria form trees as well. A ! 12 more distant opportunity might be advanced by single mitochondrion DNA sequencing (Morris et al. 2017) where intracellular mitochondrial trees can be overlaid upon cell lineage trees.
Coalescent theory might help here provide a population level account on mitochondria embedded into cell trees.
To make my argument a bit stronger: I cannot think of any structure and dynamics other than cell tree and tree dynamics that could serve as the central layer and vehicle of overlaying all other phenotypic, genotypic information on top.
The already mentioned hallmark framework is perhaps the most accepted, comprehensive view on different but interconnected molecular and cellular aging processes. Below we will ask, in some cases speculatively, how cell trees are or can be used to model these processes, and what single cell measurements are in existence to potentially provide data for lineage tree reconstruction and tree dynamics simulations. There's significant overlapping with the scalability section above, but the reason to spell out some opportunities in the context of the hallmark framework is to motivate our centrality argument further.
Genomic instability:
Single-cell DNA and RNA sequencing made it possible to track the accumulation of somatic mutations during the lifetime of an organism. This emerging subdiscipline is explicitly called somatic evolution and it already delivered the somewhat surprising result of showing how somatic mutant clones, harbouring cancer-associated mutations accumulate in the human esophagus with age, using only a handful of individuals (Martincorena et al.,2018) . Directly utilising this kind of somatic mutation information is instrumental for cell lineage trees.
Telomere attrition: telomere shortening mechanistically tied to the chromosomal end replication problem during cell divisions, manifesting with advancing age is another genomic alteration of biological aging. As such using this information is quite natural for lineage tracing ! 13 and cell trees. Single cell DNA sequencing measures the telomeres too, although to understand and track the complexity of replicative senescence, the protein components (telomerases) need be measured too.
Epigenetic alteration: Epigenetics has a narrower and a broader interpretation. The narrower includes age-associated DNA methylation changes and chromatin remodelling, the broader can include histone protein modification patterns. Single-cell epigenomics has already been used to track and assemble lineage histories of chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (Gaiti et al., 2019) .
Single cell resolution histone modifications, methylation, acetylation, can potentially be tracked with an extension of the above mentioned single cell mass spectrometry proteomics approaches and be used for cell tree inference.
Loss of proteostasis:
The deterioration of protein quality control systems is an integrative aging hallmark, and includes so distant mechanisms as the ubiquitin-proteasome system and lysosomal pathways, involved in chaperone mediated autophagy, micro-and macro-authophagy.
Mass spectrometry based single cell proteomics can deliver some relevant information related to the protein components of these systems, for instance proteasome complexes and chaperones, but it's an open question how this information can be used for lineage tree reconstruction. No combined, cellular resolution proteostasis measurement is known and since progressive weakening of protein quality control systems lead to extracellular aggregates to contributing to significant age-associated pathology, integrating loss of proteostasis with cell tree dynamics seems like a big scientific and technological challenge. Please see more on the objection related to extracellular matrix coverage later.
Deregulated nutrient sensing: this is one of the most actively researched hallmark process due to the intervention options and dramatic effects seen in model organisms, but in order to connect it to lineage tree information, single cell metabolite measurements, mentioned above, must be applied in an experimentally and methodologically creative way.
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Mitochondrial dysfunction: Already mentioned above, in the downward, organellar scalability paragraph, how single cell mitochondrial measurements are already in use to deliver lineage histories in chronic myeloid leukemia, colon cancer and hematopoiesis.
Cellular senescence: Senescent cells are the ones that became dysfunctional, stopped proliferating yet do not clear up with apoptosis and show age-associated increase. Bulk sequencing studies already started to quantify the transcriptional heterogeneity of senescent cells (Hernandez-Segura et al., 2017) . Single-cell DNA/RNA sequencing approaches track those cells too, but as far as I know they have not been particularly used yet to track the lineal positions and patterns of senescent cells in cell trees. One particular representational problem is that since senescent cells go into mitotic arrest they don't contribute anymore to further tree dynamics, not being parent cells of subtrees. But exactly this property might lead to uncover important changes in cell tree topology with time, brought upon by accumulating senescent cells, and with an added spatial layer help advice potential therapies.
Stem cell exhaustion:
This is a prime domain for cell lineage trees, where the most can be learned from single cell sampling and single cell molecular profiling in terms of the declining regenerative potential of a tissue during aging. For example, well known age-related decline in neurogenesis in middle-aged mice (12-14 months) was clonally analysed in vivo to potentiate the contribution of stem cell division asymmetry and quiescence to the process (Bast et al., 2018) .
Stem cell quiescence and differentiated cellular senescence might present themselves as same extant leaves based on single-cell genomics data alone, so additional single cell molecular profiling might be needed to dissect the different cell populations going into mitotic arrest.
Altered intercellular communication: this hallmark process refers to diverse phenomena, but accumulating, under the threshold immune system misbehaviour features as perhaps the most relevant mechanism here, various aspects of it called immunosenescence and inflammaging. A murine, transcriptome based, aging cell atlas effort additionally computed tissue-specific aging trajectories and increase immune gene expression in old tissues pointed toward the increased infiltration of different immune cells (Kimmel et al.,2019) . Spatiotemporal dynamics of immune Theoretically at any time point or time period of the life of an individual, multicellular organism corresponds to a particular cell tree structure, in case of time points, or temporal sequence (dynamics) of cell tree transitions from starting and ending tree structures, in case of time periods. This means that any disease that affects basic cellular structures (most, if not all disease do) will affect the shape of the cell tree. Disease onset and disease progression corresponds to possibly well-defined patterns of tree transitions. In case of cancer, which is a genuine somatic mutation driven disease delivering the temporal sequence of driver and passenger mutations in the form of an inferred cell lineage tree is a default task in the field.
As a hypothesis we can assume that each and every disease can be mapped onto a distinct cell tree pattern, as a particular tree dynamics, a sequence of transitions, forming at least an injective, one-to-one function. Although the inter-individual variation of such patterns are not known but this provides an opportunity to model/simulate chronic and acute diseases, eg. cardiovascular disease culminating in a myocardial infarction, simple or traumatic injuries, and even the process of dying due to a terminal disease ending in death. It's an open question whether we will ever develop accurate, sensitive enough and ethically unproblematic methods to trace human cellular lineages to provide us a good enough resolution to deliver these tasks. In case of a positive answer, these cell tree based encoding of medical histories can predict outcome and fine tune stratified, deeper treatment options and windows.
Objections against the centrality of tree dynamics in aging
Here we raise objections against the centrality of tree dynamics in aging and show some of the limits of this centrality while addressing these objections. The first 3 objections are related to the obvious fact that the multicellular body is composed of not just cells but a complex and physiologically all too relevant extracellular space.
Extracellular Matrix
The human body (our main example of complex multicellular organisms) is way more than just the collection of self-organised cell populations. The intercellular space is filled up by different forms of extracellular matrix, ranging from well-defined molecular structures in solid tissues and organs to biological fluids. The molecular components of the ECM are secreted by different kind of cells.
The aging of the ECM is a separate research topic where convincing data accumulated for instance on collagen cross-linking due to advanced glycation end-products (AGEs). The SASP secretory phenotype of certain senescent cells is making a hostile tissue environment for instance by secreting matrix metalloproteinases in extra amounts, the main ECM enzymes digesting collagens for instance in normal tissue remodelling as well.
In the context of cell trees the obvious question is how a cell tree can account for the ECM in a quantitative manner. Theoretically it should be possible to assign through spatial coordinates and by knowing the local cell/ECM ratios a shadow spatial ECM network to the spatially interpreted cell tree, where the actual cell foliage can be mapped into corresponding ECM structures. The big question then how such a cell tree based mapping can help model the aging of the ECM. For instance, understanding extracellular aggregates through cell tree dynamics seems like a challenge. On the other hand, senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) mainly manifests in the context of extracellular space by remodelling the surrounding ECM, so there's a strong connection between cellular aging phenomenon and tissue microenvironment, giving a reason to tie the two together stronger by modelling cell tree dynamics during aging.
Tissue microenvironments: stem cell niche ! 17
A more specific version of the extracellular objection focuses on stem cell niches, the tissue microenvironments that form the 'residential area' of stem and progenitor cell populations with all its local variables determining, affecting cellular behaviour. The objection is that cell tree modelling ignores these microenvironments, hence misses an important part of the regenerative story that might help us understand stem cell exhaustion and find candidates for interventions.
Part of the answer is similar to the ECM case above: if the stem cell niche spatially and anatomically is well defined like in the case of the intestinal or muscle stem cell niche then resident cellular elements can represent niches in a quantitative manner and labelling of the leaves with tissue microenvironment parameters can be incorporated into the cell tree models. In terms of modelling age associated stem cell depletions in a strong quantitative manner, cell trees are the way to go, and the niche concept seems just too abstract and not as computable. Also other systemic signals contributing to the plasticity or rigidity of stem cell pools can be taken into account easier with cell trees, than with a strictly local spatial concept.
Exosomes
Yet another version of the specific extracellular argument is the growing data on the relevance of so called microvesicles, exosomes. The objection is that stem cells exert a relevant part of their regenerative tissue potential via exosomes and microvesicles, subcellular membrane bubbles, shedded by and derived from stem cells, containing different molecular, protein, DNA factors contributing to regenerative mechanisms. Hence, cell trees ignore this mechanism. And this way they also miss out potential intervention options.
The answer is that an exosome centric view of regenerative medicine can hardly be central enough to capture the complexity of stem cell biology and it's only focusing on potential route of action, out of many. On the other hand, the cell tree concept can be extended into cellularly derived membrane vesicles, qualitatively accounting for those. In case these vesicles contain DNA, RNA (which they mostly do) then theoretically the 'lineage' histories of these vesicles can be delivered by sequencing them. This is not unlike, what I said concerning mitochondria above, the difference being that mitochondria represent intracellular networks, that can be overlaid upon The expressivity of the cell tree approached can be applied to capture vesicle mechanism, while it does not work the other way. Speciality of one particular process is not a sufficient reason to dismiss the arguments for the centrality of cell trees in biological aging.
Microbiome
Human bodies are made out of other living cellular things too beside all the downstream human offsprings cells of the zygote. The human microbiome is the collection of permanent guest bacteria, fungi (and viruses as non-cellular guest components) inhabiting the human host.
This host and guest aggregate together is called a holobiont, and it is being increasingly acknowledged as a new unit of biological organisation (Haag, 2018) , playing a role in health and disease. The estimated number of bacteria in a human 'reference person' is 38 trillion (Sender et al, 2018) , a significantly larger number than the estimated 30 trillion human cells. The objection is that a human cell tree approach concerning health and aging is missing to capture the role the microbiome plays in these processes.
There are two answers to this objection. First, although it's probable that the role of the human microbiome in aging is much bigger than we currently understand, it is unlikely that future studies will fundamentally alter the central role of human cellular structures in this process, already discovered or yet to be discovered. More importantly, since bacteria undergo binary fission to carry out cell division, all the guest bacteria in the human body can be modelled with trillion different and small clonally expanded binary cell lineage trees. Fungi might undergo through open or closed mitosis. Eventually same or very similar cell tree principles are applicable, which preserves the centrality of the cell tree approach, although considers two main kinds of trees, the vast human cell tree structure (the big tree), and the vast amount smaller bacterial trees (the residents of the big tree). From the point of view of biological aging, these bacterial trees are not directly but embedded into the big tree. The last objection states the limited medical expressibility of human cell lineage trees by highlighting that infectious diseases cannot lend themselves directly into cell tree mapping, as the main actors of the disease (bacteria, fungi, viruses) are not part of the human cell tree.
Not directly age-associated, communicable diseases
The first answer is that as far as cellular elements are concerned (bacteria, fungi), cell tree principles apply, just like mentioned in the case of the microbiome above.
The second, more important answer, is that since we can assume theoretically a unique mapping to every biologically meaningful and almost all chronologically relevant life events, all diseases, including communicable and not directly age-associated diseases, as mentioned in Biomedical representative, expressive power, life history resolution section above, the objection does not hold at all, as the distinctive power of cell trees covers the transitions and dynamics of the common flu for instance.
Centrality of the tree and tree dynamics from the point of view of biological aging does not mean that the approach should cover literally every phenomenon of interest, and provide a whole new level of explanation and mechanism. Yet, I tried to argue that theoretically it might be able do that nevertheless. Focusing on cell trees reinforces the centrality of cellularity in biology but all other levels can be accommodated.
Very brief history of cell lineage tree research
Here we summarise some landmark results, published up to 2017 on normal cell lineage trees.
The first complete and essentially invariant cell lineage tree of an animal representing 969 cells belonged to C. elegans and was delivered through watching and counting all relevant events (divisions) and cells with light microscopy (Sulston, Horvitz, 1977) . neighbour-joining algorithm (Frumkin et al, 2005) . Second, polyguanine repeat DNA sequences have been used in cultured mouse NIH 3T3 cells to reconstruct cell trees with the help of both Bayesian and neighbour-joining algorithms (Salipante, Horwitz, 2006) . The method was explicitly called phylogenetic fate mapping based on methods used, borrowed from phylogenetics. The breakthrough in vivo result has relied on bulk sequencing 25 organoid cell lines of clonal, endodermal origin extracted from two old mice using 35 somatic base substitutions to reconstruct the cell lineage tree structures with maximum parsimony method (Behjati et al, 2014) .
Meanwhile, a separate branch of research focused on dissecting intra-tumour heterogeneity, using bulk sequencing methods and delivering mutational signatures. Most of these tumour phylogenies are not strict cell lineage trees though (Alves et al., 2017) .
Current cellular trajectory projects and initiatives trying to capture aging dynamics
Here we consider recent papers published in 2018-19 and a project in progress that might turn out to be relevant to understanding aging dynamics at a single cell resolution. There are different sources of potentially relevant research, from domain specific fields like cancer somatic evolution and developmental biology, to different methodological developments within computational biology and international projects like the Human Cell Atlas. High-throughput, largely single cell resolution biology is undergoing huge progress these days.
Somatic evolution started in tumour biology and intra-tumour heterogeneity eventually evolved into delivering proper cell lineage trees (Gaiti et al.,2019) and the results related to cancer-associated mutational accumulation with normal human esophagus with age (Martincorena et al.,2018) .
Methodologically speaking, one crucial development is the so called diffusion pseudotime approach, abbreviated as DPT (Haghverdi et al.,2016) . Single-cell profiling methods destroy the cells they analyse, hence the main challenge is to reliably estimate the temporal dynamics and ordering of cellular trajectories. Since hundred thousands of single cells are profiled in the latest experiments, robustness and scalability are added requirements for these methods. Diffusion ! 21 pseudotime is a random-walk based Euclidean distance calculation in the 'diffusion map space' that delivers pseudotemporal ordering and identifies branching points by calculating expression similarity with a weighted nearest-neighbour graph approach.
One line of relevant research is developmental biology reimagined as single cell transcriptomics trajectories. A version of DPT, called the URD approach, used single-cell RNAseq (scRNA-seq) of ~40 000 cells during zebrafish embryogenesis to deliver developmental trajectories dubbed as developmental specification trees (Farrell et al 2018) . Note that these snapshot DPT studies did not provide quantitative cell population estimates and hence cell flux along transcriptional trajectories can be confounded by cell population changes due to proliferation or death rates. A new mathematical and computational method, called pseudodynamics, finally made the first steps in the direction of dissecting transcriptional developmental trajectories from cell population dynamics and confidently establish these two components from scRNA-seq time series data (Fischer et al., 2019) .
In terms of specific aging related studies, let's just mention two fresh ones. Single cell RNA-seq has been used on 50,000+ cells across threes tissues (kidney, lung, spleen) in four young and three old mice to track cell identity and tissue-specific aging trajectories (Kimmel et al.,2019) , mentioned before already. To dissect the influence of cell identity from tissue specificity in aging trajectory, an embedded space was created by non-negative matrix factorisation to compare different trajectories by cosine similarity. The magnitude (acceleration and deceleration) of aging was assessed with optimal transport analysis. Another study used again murine scRNA-seq from 17 organs and plasma proteomics at 10 different ages to show consistent transcriptional shifts during aging (Schaum et al., 2019) . From the point-of-view of comprehensive understanding of asynchronous aging approaches this kind of data is a good step in the right direction.
One important methodological, statistical development is the introduction of so called lineage variability maps capturing second-order variation in variable cell lineage trees (Hicks et al.,2019) . Lineage variability maps make it possible to handle variability of individual linage maps, where lineage maps are no other than labelled lineage trees with phenotypes of the measured leave cells recorded. This technique will likely find its way into deciphering tree dynamics patterns relevant in late life.
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Lastly, let's mention the Human Cell Atlas project, an international, big, Human Genome Project style consortium aiming to create comprehensive reference maps of all types of human cells to understand health and disease at a cellular resolution (humancellatlas.org). The name of the project, Atlas, primarily hints at a system of spatial coordinates aiming for a cellular level spatial understanding of histological and anatomical information. The term 'lineage tree' is mentioned only two times and the term 'aging' is not mentioned even once in the body of the Human Cell Atlas' white paper (Regev et al.,2017) . Nevertheless, in the paper, as a thought experiment, an imaginary Ultimate Cell Atlas turns out to be an all encompassing entity including temporality finally, highlighted at the third place in priorities in the following form as capturing 'every cell at every moment of a person's lifetime (by adding another dimension for time relating the cells by a lineage)' (Regev et al.,2017) . Although temporality is not naturally a top priority of the Human Cell Atlas at this current stage, it seems probable that the methods and questions asked will develop into capturing dynamics of development and diseases. My personal estimation is that it might turn out to be the case that one of the main outcomes of the HCA in retrospect will be related to the understanding of biological aging and providing ample amount of raw data to assemble the first near complete human cell tree. This way it can serve as a fuel to a next big international scientific project, one focusing specifically on aging and healthy longevity.
Indeed, Ehud Shapiro already envisioned a Human Cell Lineage Tree project back in 2010 (Shapiro, 2010) and some elements of this plan found their way into the Human Cell Atlas of which Shapiro is a consortium member. Let me credit here Shapiro with another important quote from a review paper (Shapiro et al.,2013) .: 'Central unresolved problems in human biology and medicine are in fact questions about the human cell lineage tree: its structure, dynamics and variability during development, growth, renewal, ageing and disease.' As far as I know the idea of the central role of cell lineage trees and tree dynamics in aging has not been worked out in a detailed manner besides little hints like this. The current perspective piece can be considered as a way to motivate and unfold some of the avenues that can be taken to expose this idea and research program seriously and give proper focus to it. Answering these questions is currently not possible in a conceptually reliable, quantitatively predictive and experimentally productive way in the lack of system wise, comprehensive aging biomarkers, systemic computational models and longitudinal studies. But, by thinking on them we can zero in on the challenge.
The systemic breakdown of homeostasis and disrupting of the key balances that biological aging involves strongly suggests that the ultimate challenge lies in being able to comprehensively act upon all the key processes affected by it. The question is: what is needed to periodically (or near-continuously) synchronise diverse body aging rates across different tissues and organs in order to reach -again -prime biological state and maintain this state as long as possible? The problem is both finding the overlapping time windows to act and the spatial embeddedness of the structures to rejuvenate. How can a comprehensive aging regimen be sufficient for a sustained systemic one? This is the first phrasing of the ultimate problem of organismal rejuvenation.
Why is this such a hard problem to crack?
First of all, please note that ultimate is suggestive here of an upper limit problem. But I also use the term 'limiting' challenge instead. I chose this usage of 'limiting' in order to highlight the relevance of both lower and upper limit problems of organismal rejuvenation. Limiting problems at this point seem to be linked with the complexity of aging, highlighted also by the plural aging(s) concept to indicate the diversity of the separate processes involved in this phenomenon, ! 24 yet currently inextricably and densely connected, that we still recognise as one, from the point of view of the eventual outcome.
Phrasing limiting problems are not unlike finding the maxima and minima points (the so called extremes) of a mathematical function. Concerning the two kinds of limit problems, the upper limit problems of organismal rejuvenation can be thought of as finding the global maximum of the particular rejuvenation function, while lower limit problems can be viewed as finding the local minimum of the same function, at a different resolution and time period, and in a multidimensional space. Please note, that this is offered here as a restricted mathematical analogy but there's no intention to turn this into an actually applicable tool in a perspective piece.
So I don't specify how multidimensional this rejuvenation function should be or whether the y axis should be the inverse of biological age in order for the extremes of a function be more directly translatable to our problem. In what follows I discuss 5 type of problems, in the context of the hallmark framework.
(1a) A lower limit problem means the local minimal amount of interventions needed in one process to not block the effect of a rejuvenating intervention in another process. (1b) Alternatively, it can be that an intervention designed to act upon one subprocess of a hallmark process should also be enabled by another intervention acting upon another subprocess. (1a) A theoretical example of the earlier, more relevant lower limit problem, related to main hallmark processes, can be that for instance by not fixing the loss of proteostasis blocks the ongoing intervention against inflammaging and immunosenescence. Another example might be that without mitochondrial rejuvenation, fixing the skewed stem cell differentiation potential is not yielding any benefit in delaying stem cell exhaustion. (1b) An example of the local subprocess lower limit problem can be for instance that while the amount of stem cell quiescence and proliferative potential is being restored to a biologically younger status but the skewed differentiation potential of these stem cells is not fixed, for instance satellite cell numbers are returning to younger states but still tend to differentiate towards a fibrogenic lineage, instead of a myogenic one.
(1c) Making the minimal limiting problem worse is that not only separate interventions might depend on each to reach the target rejuvenation in just one process but these interventions might directly antagonise each other. Here, a perennial problem might be fixing proliferative ! 25 potential of stem cells in local niches but also giving rise to more tumours. Same applies to fixing cellular senescence.
(2) In general, its unlikely that any magic bullet interventions are developed effective across several hallmark processes at the same intervention window.
(3) Another problem is that we don't know how comprehensive the list of hallmark aging processes are, it might be that some major processes are yet to be discovered. In the context of cell lineage trees it seems likely that with advanced knowledge a whole new class of problems will arise, that can not be simply fitted into the problem of stem cell exhaustion for instance, as they also explain new elements of cellular senescence, say.
(4) Related to this problem is how detailed our knowledge are on the component subprocesses within each process, and how new emerging details will modify our understanding of the process or help re-classify them. For instance, the misbehaviour of nutrient sensing pathways might be enriched with other types of, yet unknown, metabolic dysregulations with age.
Likely, new knowledge in the 2 problems related to lacking comprehensive details of the hallmark process framework will affect phrasing and solving both local minimum and global maximum problems.
(5) Finally I'd like to discuss global, upper limit problems, that was referred originally as the ultimate challenge. Here we will focus on stem cell exhaustion and review briefly some results (Schultz and Sinclair, 2016) . The reason is that one global upper limiting problem is preservation and maintenance of regenerative potential across all tissues and this is the problem cell trees are most intimately seem to be related to in the first place.
The decline and function of local stem cell pools and niches around the body, most expressed in highly mitotic tissues, can be related to loss of stem cell numbers, altered proliferative potential and accompanying quiescence status, skewed differentiation potential and compromised engraftment and regeneration potential amongst others.
The most obvious upper limit problem, limiting healthy functioning of the body, is the exhaustion of the stem cell reservoirs by progressively declining numbers of stem cells. In the lack of enough normal stem cells tissue homeostasis gets severely compromised with time and might be predicative of eventual collapse. However attractive this theory, it only applies to just some adult stem cell niches, for instance the occurrence of satellite cells decreases with age ! 26 (Schultz and Sinclair, 2016) and these cells are crucial for the regeneration of skeletal muscle fibres in response of injury. In several other stem cell pools the problem seems to be a compensatory increase of these cells at the price of declining differentiation and regenerative potential. For instance, hematopoietic (HSCs) and intestinal stem cell cells (ISCs) increase in number but yield skewed differentiation potential in case of HSCs, express more senescent markers, or display declining mitochondrial function in case of ISCs. Behind the frequency problem are problems with maintaining the protective quiescent states or the proper timing of the exit from dormant status to differentiate (Tümpel and Rudolph, 2019) .
With the listing of these 5 problems I wanted to motivate why the limiting problem of organismal rejuvenation is comprehensive rejuvenation, both in the sense of local lower and global upper limit problems.
The central problem of comprehensive biological rejuvenation is to find an algorithm to restore the balance and maintain the healthy dynamics of the aging organismal cell lineage tree. In the second point I have argued that the limiting challenge of counteracting biological aging(s) is comprehensive organismal rejuvenation. If this is the case then any kind of minimal solution to a lower limit problem will include designing interventions acting upon at least 2 processes or subprocesses. On the other hand any upper limit problem needs a robust, comprehensive, system wide engineering approach.
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None of the current proposed, list based solutions deal with how to quantitatively combine all these technologies together to reach comprehensiveness. We simply just don't know, even in a theoretical sense, how far we can get on this road. No blueprint, no models, no strong quantitative handles, no simulations. But I think after following the argument so far we are in a position to delineate a central problem of comprehensive biological rejuvenation, that might prove workable. Workable as in there's lots of progress in the related fields that already shows the contours of a scientific and technological trajectory potentially leading to comprehensive, organismal, biological rejuvenation. It's like hypothetical reverse engineering: we know what the end result should look like, and counterfactually we assume that such a product exits and from this position we are making our way back to look for the conditions to develop such a product, which in this case, is an intervention regimen to counteract biological aging(s). In short, we are looking for an algorithm that is continuously and asynchronously maintains, resets a biologically younger, already existing state comprehensively, throughout the organism, in all the relevant departments, in all the relevant time windows, acting upon all the relevant processes.
From point one and two it follows that the central problem of comprehensive biological rejuvenation is to find an algorithm to restore the balance and maintain the healthy dynamics of the aging organismal cell lineage tree.
My task here is not to formulate the general problem in a rigorous way, but to formulate it at all. Nevertheless we can substantiate the quantitative challenge a bit further in phrasing the problem in a quarter-mathematical way, with invoking some of the mathematical features of the cell lineage tree.
Let's assume one knows all the relevant properties of a dynamic, aging, mitotically active, at places and times overactive but in other positions also progressively shrinking cell lineage tree, including all the relevant properties of its organ, tissue level subtrees. The question can then be phrased the following way. What is the minimal, limiting set of replacement trees and how and when the new founder cells, giving rise to these replacement trees, should be triggered in the organism in order to form an aggregate tree, and a corresponding cumulative tree dynamics, made out of the original aging tree plus the triggered replacement trees that can exhibit the same, balanced properties as the original tree in a well-defined, previously existing healthy state or time window? ! 28 In order to be general and abstract enough for further mathematisation, please note that the term 'replacement trees' is used above in a source-and process-neutral way, so it can include all, internal and external, solutions regenerative medicine can offer. New founder cells establishing replacement trees are the substitute, proxy cells that play the role in maintaining a previous, healthier biological state, and these trees can be 'introduced' by both internally triggering the already existing stem and progenitor cell populations or can be actually introduced externally via cell therapy or even as a result of building a complex tissue engineering product. Due to centrality premise number one, the replacement trees can be designed to represent and factor in the hallmark aging processes and due to limiting premise two, the central comprehensive rejuvenation task can represent, glue together and act upon any limiting combination of these relevant processes. For instance, translating the combined problem of senescent, malfunctioning and exhausted local stem cell niches into cell tree proportions, cell type distributions and ratios seems like a feasible and attractive task.
Next, I will substantiate the above proposition by anticipating a separate biomedical field emerging and mention some examples where progress with cell tree techniques in the broader sense has already been done or where re-phrasing the biomedical problem in terms of cell trees might be a realistic application medicine can benefit from in the shorter term.
The most comprehensive medical solution of biological aging(s) needs to use individual cell lineage trees as a central tool for diagnosis and treatment This point is a corollary of the previous, spelling out some of the details, giving more specialised content to the more general proposition above in the context of biomedicine and medical practice.
The practical conclusion is that the central design/algorithm of the ultimate, personalised, most robust and comprehensive medical solution counteracting aging and interventions maintaining healthy longevity need to use and focus on individual cell lineage trees both as diagnostics and as therapeutics.
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Any kind of stem cell based comprehensive regenerative medicine aiming to act upon at least two aging related processes as a lower limit problem, or on an upper limit problem needs to rely on the cell tree lineage and trajectory approach. This new emerging field of comprehensive regenerative medicine will be in the position to advance continuous, gradual and consecutive regeneration of most tissues and organs of the human body combining cell therapy, gene editing and tissue engineering. The reason am not calling it 'systemic regenerative medicine' instead is that the term 'systemic' in this context can only refer to approaches using the systemic circulation for therapeutic delivery.
What applications of cell trees within biotechnology, biomedicine or within actual medical practice might deliver results in the short term? The trajectory of the implementation should start with applications focusing on current, clinically classified diseases.
Let's start with the oldest, best known and most successful composite stem cell therapy, bone marrow transplantation. The two main forms of transplants are autologous or allogeneic transplants, the donor being the same person as the recipient in the former case, while the donor being a different person in the latter case. Re-phrasing it with the cell tree approach, autologous transplantation preserves the original binary cell lineage tree as the transplant cells are the direct offsprings of the donor, no matter whether they might spend some part of their cellular lives outside the body, undergoing different modifications, or whether they are the results of in vitro passages. In case of allogeneic transplantation, the new founder cells and their derivative replacement trees, to use the terms from the previous section, are not part of the original cell tree but after the successful transplant a new composite tree emerges, where the new bone marrow repopulates the ecological niche occupied by the older, depleted bone marrow. These composite trees form so called forests in a mathematical sense, the co-existing collection of disjoint binary trees.
Somatic mutations accumulate in clonal hematopoiesis with age, similarly to the somatic evolution results mentioned earlier related to human esophagus. Bulk whole-exome DNA sequencing data from blood of more than 17,000 people showed this phenomenon, observed eg. in 18.4% of cases between 90-108 years of age, associated with increase in all-cause mortality and different cardiovascular adverse events (Jaiswal et al., 2014) .
This acquisition of mutations in HSCs is called 'clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential' (CHIP) and recent theoretical and animal studies started to model and investigate how these age-related, pre-cancerous changes can affect both the safety and efficiency of bone marrow stem cell transplants, depending whether they are present in the donor or recipient or both (Park et al., 2019) . According to my current knowledge, hight throughput, single cell transcriptomics studies have not been published yet delivering cell lineage trees and trajectories for bone marrow transplants. Since clonal composition is not part of the clinical assessment prior to autologous transplantation, it's easy to see that cell tree methods can offer a way to select safer and better transplants.
Generally to move from bone marrow transplantation to other regenerative stem cell therapies for other indications than leukemias, the benefits of standardising and personalising cell therapies with cell trees seems ripe for successful application.
Concerning cell therapy, a big question is to select a genetically heterogenous enough starter cell population for grafting, that can increase success of transplant. The same applies in tissue engineering when designing three dimensional products, where scaffolds need be populated with cells in strict ratios at different stages and spatial positions. On the other hand the use of different stem cells, eg. induced pluripotent stem cells, as disease models might also have diversity requirements that can be handled with cell tree approaches.
Lastly, intra-tumor heterogeneity is already a heavily researched field and reconstruction of cancer cell lineage trees based on somatic mutations have the potential to personalise cancer treatment by exposing the temporal sequence of how driver mutations have been introduced during the clonal development of the tumour. Cancer can be re-phrased as primarily an uncontrolled cell lineage tree disease, with accumulating mutations and proliferative potential gone wild. The biology of cancer and aging already has numerous and complicated connections and through cell lineage trees and trajectories cancer and aging research can form an important methodological alliance, where cancer research signals important ways ahead for geroscience.
